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NIGGA SURVIVAL

This is what white supremacy looks like. A smiling Negro thanking a good white

man 4 giving him 2 life sentences 4 low level drug possession b/c U know, the

judge "did what he had 2 do" & deep down inside, Mr. Charlie really loved him.

Nevermind the judge was appointed by Obama, the so-called 1st BLACK president, the harsh sentence was caused by

DEMOCRAT Biden's crime bill & YET, somehow the harsh sentence was commuted by the so-called racist white president

black people hv been instructed 2 hate, Donald Trump.

Read dat back. We so fucked up as a people, we don't even know who is friend & who is foe. This is the essence of just how

perilous our situation is on American soil. How the hell do U unite with any black person when most Negroes dont even

know who the fuck their enemy truly is?

Attempting solidarity with black people who don't know who their enemy is will guarantee all black people's annihilation. So I

stay to myself, surrounded on all sides by forces that can devour me at any moment. Whether it be by a virulent in your face

racist, a liberal racist or-

by a soft genteel respectability politics Clyburnian Negro who has no clue that their words & actions are operating up under

the influence of or deference 2 white supremacy. Every black person on American soil is operating under the influence of

what I call "Racial Gravity."-

Just as the laws of physics governs gravity, which forces everything 2 the ground, "racial gravity" forces everything in this

country 2 the feet of white people. Therefore, I can always predict the outcome of any situation b/t the races by applying the

laws of racial gravity.-

This means in any random situation, I know w/certainty the outcome will benefit white people. I can frequently & quickly

predict the behavior of any black person at any moment because I am keen 2 detect the precise moment at which the laws

of racial gravity starts acting on them.
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I can predict the words of anyNegro in the public square. W/few exceptions, their words will always be bent 2 tickle the fancy

of white ears. A sordid racial pandering to whiteness inevitably ensues in moments of great import for black people & those

Negros permitted microphones-

in white spaces will always frame their words to ensure white comfort & keep the rest of "Us" darkies in line. The entire

purpose of rewarding windowdressing Negroes is to encourage all niggas to seek white reward. "See, if you would just be

like Oprah or Steve Harvey, then--

maybe you too can get ahead." To watch "racial gravity" play out in real time is a fascinating endeavor. We have all seen

melanin mannequins contort their remarks & behavior to fit into the square holes white people make for them. This acrobatic

genuflection is not without cost.

At some point, the windowdressing negro catches a glimpse of their reflection in passing of the mirror of truth. Encountering

a true reflection for the first time can be a painful endeavor, especially when one no longer recognizes the person standing

before the mirror.

Like all mannequins, windowdressing Negroes can be removed at random. Next nigga up. Next nigga up. Auction voice.

Meanwhile the cycle continues. The only thing left for a nigga to do when racial gravity bends their limbs & lips to the

deference white supremacy demands,-

is either pray 2 White Jesus as the noose tightens, let the police slaughter your family, demand justice, attempt revenge &

when the possibility of true justice arrives, 4give white people, say an apology is enough & profess your undying love for the

white architects of the hell-

we occupy. These are the crucial ingredients for racial solidarity found in the cinematic universe of the Spike Lee & Nate

Parker. It is also the modus operandi by which respectability politics got its foothold in black imagination. I have no

confidence that black people will-

ever collectively reject such a ruse. Perhaps Jay-Z said it best,

"Now you (fallin'), when you should've fell back

Now you (fallin'), right into they lap

Fallin', they applauding, they screaming at the screen

Damn, you fucked up like your favorite movie scene"

I ain't got no solution to any of this shit. I'm just a scribe. Pain to deep. Trauma to real. There are a lot of niggas out here

peddling the idea that they are the solution to our problems. Bullshit. Any1 telling U they got a solution to 400+ years of

oppression is lying to U.

White people have managed 2 do something on Earth that's never been done before: the complete and utter destruction of

an entire people. So odds are I will either be done in by white folk or by niggas working for white folk. Just ask the ghosts of

Fred Hampton, Malcolm X & a ton-



of other niggas that actually thought they could change the world only to have niggas at they side set the stage for their

annihilation. Dis why I aint got no damn friends. Only family. Trust no one. As Biggie Smalls said,

"yo own mama will set that ass up,

properly gassed up."

I have found myself pushing away old friends, family & frat b/c on some level each of them are doing somethin that can bring

everything Ive worked hard 4 crashing down. Call me brand new all U want my nigga. Ive seen 2 many niggas out here

doing suicidal shit & dont even know it.

Drunk driving, weed/gun possession, insurance fraud, hanging out in fucked up places & doing other stuff dey think is small

shit, but will get dey ass fired, catch a felony, or worse-dead. White folks out here giving bullets & felonies 2 niggas 4 the

smallest of shit & any nigga-

who don't get that is suicidal. Like slavery, the goal in America has always been 2 use black life as fuel for white life, like the

machines used the humans in the matrix. I don't do shit illegal, don't do anything to alter my senses (drugs & alcohol) or any

other thing that can-

bring me under the watchful gaze of law enforcement, well, besides post shit like this on social media. I'm allergic to the

police, misdemeanors & felonies. White people love getting niggas caught up in the criminal justice system b/c so many of

them eat off our failure.

Prosecutors, judges, clerks police, bailiffs, corrections officers, wardens & a shit other people get paid to indict, try, convict &

warehouse niggas. Its all a racket. Create a hell for U to occupy, make your conditions impossible such that you resort 2

crime & then incarcerate-

yo black ass 4 life. The longer youre incarcerated, the more money they make. Whether its speeding tickets or incarceration,

the criminal justice system is set up 2 capitalize off black failure. Slavery by another name. We're keeping white folk

employed & thriving simply off the-

predetermined choices white supremacy meant for us to make. There are a lot of dead niggas walking around. We just aint

buried them yet. Meanwhile, I'm just trying 2 stay alive. This is a helluva way to live, but then again, black people don't get to

live. We only get to survive.
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